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Abstract 

Investigations seeking to explain the rise of China rarely investigate the many new institutions 

founded to increase China’s economic success and influence over global affairs. In the economic 

sector, some better-known projects include the Belt and Road Initiative, the Asian Infrastructure 

Investment Bank, and the New Development Bank. One of the newest and least understood 

institutions founded to promote international use of the RMB is the Cross-Border Interbank 

Payment System (CIPS). The purpose of this research is to examine the development, policies, and 

goals of CIPS in order to better understand the phenomenon of Chinese-lead international 

economic institutions. Novel evidence for CIPS’s intention to adopt blockchain technology and 

provide services for currencies other than the RMB is presented. The conclusion to this research is 

that CIPS is presently too small to pose a threat to the existing SWIFT network or predominance of 

US dollar transactions in international trade. At the same time, CIPS evidences a patient and rational 

strategy designed to reform international norms and patterns of trade to China’s advantage in the 

long term. 



1. Introduction 

China is building institutions that provide it with leadership roles on the international stage. 

Examples include the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation, coordinating security act ivities with other 

Eurasian countries, the New Development Bank, providing BRICS countries with an alternative to 

the IMF and World Bank, and the China Standards 2035 initiative, aimed at ensuring Chinese 

companies set international standards in industries such as nuclear power, transportation, and 

information technology. 

One institution that has received relatively little attention in the English language is the Cross-

Border Interbank Payment System, marginally better known as CIPS. While the current hegemon of 

international financial communications, the Society for Worldwide Inter-Bank Financial 

Telecommunication (SWIFT), accommodates all currencies but only handles communications, CIPS 

specializes in China’s renminbi (RMB) and can directly process payments. In 2021, CIPS processed 

roughly 3 million transactions totaling 80 trillion RMB (about 12 trillion USD) on behalf of 1,341 

participants, in comparison to SWIFT servicing 10,000 participants at a pace of 40 million messages 

a day. The importance of international payment institutions was recently highlighted when several 

Russian banks were removed from SWIFT in February 2022, an action which echoed the exclusion 

of Iran from SWIFT from 2012 to 2016. 

This project seeks to examine the CIPS as a case study to shed light on the broader phenomenon of 

Chinese-led international institutions. CIPS will also be presented as a foil to the incumbent SWIFT 

network. Analyzing CIPS’s development, policy, and goals should help parse outstanding questions 

about the extent of China’s leadership role in future international economics.  

2. Historical Narrative 

This section summarizes the development of SWIFT and its use in sanctions before describing some 

changes to China’s role in the global economy that led to the development of CIPS. 

2.1 Development of SWIFT 

Advances in communications technology have long impacted the banking industry. As the 19th 

century expansion of the telegraph made long-distance communication a matter of hours, rather 

than days, disparities in stock prices between markets began to disappear and clerks tasked with 

transmitting and recording messages appeared. (Scott 2009) By the end of the second World War, 

the Telex network of teleprinters had become dominant within the financial industry. Banks 

developed idiosyncratic ways of formatting and documenting messages. These early internal 

standards relied on multiple rounds of authentication and armies of typists. By the 1960s, executives 

wanted to increase the speed of messaging and decrease the costs incurred by employing clerks to 

translate between the in-house standards of partner banks. Citibank developed and promoted a 

proprietary standard that would have required users to pay fees, a scenario other banks deemed 

unacceptable. With the first wave of commercial computers arriving, banking leaders agreed to 

cooperate on a digital standard for interbank communications. 



The Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication, known today as SWIFT, was 

founded in 1973 for this purpose. Organized as a member-owned cooperative legally established in 

Belgium, leading banks in Europe and North America made loans to finance the first few years of 

SWIFT and came together to establish the organization’s protocols. Because members were moving 

from the Telex network and often wished to maintain their manual capabilities, the SWIFT 

messaging protocol intentionally imitated formatting methods popular with Telex users. Although 

the SWIFT protocols have been revised since its inception, SWIFT messages still use the 

methodology devised at the service’s conception: each institution is assigned a specific code, specific 

strings of letters and numbers within a message define a field, and users fill out each field with 

defined codes that refer to institutions or other information. By charging banks per message and 

requiring an up-front payment to join, SWIFT was quickly able to repay its initial loans and is now 

financially self-sufficient. 

Today, SWIFT handles nearly 40 million messages a day and has grown to include more than 11,000 

institutions across more than 200 countries. In addition to maintaining and growing its core 

telecommunications service, SWIFT now accommodates certain non-banking financial institutions, 

conducts research, and hosts conferences for the financial industry. The initial ISO standards for 

financial messaging were based on SWIFT’s protocols, and SWIFT remains influential in the 

propagation of the current standard for electronic financial communications, ISO 20022. The 

SWIFT Standards Team literally wrote the book on ISO20022. (The SWIFT Team 2022) However, 

SWIFT remains strictly a communications service. SWIFT does not process interbank transactions. 

Once banks use the network to understand the particulars of a transaction – such as payer, payee, 

currency amount and denomination – they turn to a variety of solutions to process the actual 

transaction. 

2.2 SWIFT’s Growing Role in Sanctions 

SWIFT was built by Western banks at a time when those countries dominated world trade and the 

financial industry. The perception of SWIFT as a latent instrument of the West, particularly 

America, increased in 2006 when the CIA subpoenaed and won access to SWIFT’s records on the 

grounds of anti-terrorism and because SWIFT’s servers were located in Virginia. SWIFT was also 

leveraged by American power in 2012 to force Iranian financial institutions off the platform. 

American officials claimed this sanction targeted Iranian leadership while sparing the citizen 

population from the worst effects of traditional sanctions. However, it appears that this “SWIFT 

kick” severely damaged the Iranian economy, and lead to negative humanitarian outcomes similar to 

those the SWIFT-based sanctions were ostensibly intended to avoid. (Majd 2019) 

Western powers used SWIFT as a channel of attack again in 2022 as retaliation for Russia’s invasion 

of Ukraine. The EU, UK, US, and Canada agreed to remove specific Russian banks from SWIFT, 

although they notably declined to sanction state-owned Gazprombank. This action helped resurface 

global anxieties about the reliance of international finance on SWIFT. The Global Times, a Chinese 

state newspaper, opined in April that SWIFT is a “sanctions tool against economies that have 

different values or different views on global governance.” Zhou Xiaochuan, who served as head of 



the People’s Bank of China when CIPS was devised and launched, declared that “if SWIFT is  widely 

used as a tool for sanctions, others will surely find other messaging conduits to continue doing 

trade.” (Global Times Staff 2022) 

Because SWIFT is a private cooperative company rather than an official governmental organ, the 

American government and European Union cannot technically order SWIFT officials to disconnect 

banks. However, SWIFT has repeatedly promised to obey European law because it is based in 

Brussels and therefore subject to EU law. (Swift 2022a) Thus, when the European Parliament issued 

an order against doing business with seven Russian financial institutions, SWIFT complied. SWIFT 

also complies with American demands when the American government threatens to sanction the 

company itself. (Eichengreen 2022) This tactic was used to cut off Iran in 2015 and to enforce data 

surveillance by the American intelligence apparatus in 2006. While SWIFT publicly voices a desire to 

remain politically neutral and promote global cooperation, it has repeatedly proved willing to 

acquiesce to sanctions and is unwilling to upset the dominant positions of the dollar and euro in 

international finance. 

2.3 RMB Internationalization 

Prior to 1994, firms inside China doing business with the outside world could not directly receive 

foreign currency. The People’s Bank of China handled foreign exchange transactions on behalf of 

Chinese companies, collecting payments in foreign currency for exported goods and distributing 

RMB to Chinese exporters according to internally determined exchange rates. (Qu 2012) Since then, 

China’s capital account has become convertible and successive Five-Year Plans have encouraged 

RMB internationalization. The most recent 14 th Five Year Plan for 2020-2025 states that the 

government will “steadily and carefully promote the internationalization of the RMB” and “create 

new types of mutually beneficial cooperative relationships based on the free use of RMB.” (CSET 

2021) 

After the 1997 Asian financial crisis, Thailand, Indonesia, and South Korea entered IMF programs. 

Many East and Southeast Asian countries believed the crisis could have been resolved more 

smoothly if the region had more power in the  resolution process. China, Japan, and South Korea 

began meeting with ASEAN, a group of Southeast Asian nations, to form the ASEAN+3 group. 

These meetings resulted in promises to arrange international currency swaps. In 2000, the Chiang 

Mai Initiative was agreed to, further formalizing a mutual currency swap network. In 2010, the 

agreement became multilateral, consolidating the many bilateral deals that had been made into a 

single fund. (Sussangkarn 2011) However, Chiang Mai related swaps were consistently undersized. 

For example, the $2 billion made available to Thailand for withdrawal in 2010 would have been 

unlikely to stop a 1997-sized problem, which had resulted in a $17 billion deal between Thailand and 

the IMF. 

By establishing the “Go Global” policy in 2001, China heralded the beginning of serious outward 

direct investment (ODI). From 2003 to 2009, as China’s trade surplus grew, Chinese ODI exploded 

from $3 billion to $56 billion. While other Asian economies have included ODI as part of their 

industrial strategies, China relied more on its financial sector: Chinese ODI stood apart from its 



neighbors by backing 30% of ODI with loans, compared to 20% for South Korea and 15% for 

Japan. (Gallagher 2014) 

There is evidence for a particular “China Model” of ODI. While there are many privately held 

companies engaged in foreign investment, more than 90% of ODI financing goes to large state-

owned enterprises. Most of the remainder goes to companies with close ties to the government, 

such as Huawei and Geely. Almost two-thirds of ODI financing comes from the China 

Development Bank, with CEXIM and the Bank of China making up the remainder. This implies 

Chinese ODI is directed by political goals rather than market speculation. This does not mean the 

state-owned banks are given free reign or do not largely abide by market norms – Chinese banks are 

offering interest rates similar to those extended by the Japanese Export-Import Bank to privately 

held companies in Japan’s growth stage. (Huang 2011) 

The distribution of Chinese ODI is unusual, even when compared to the previous Asian Tigers. 

Like Japan and South Korea, China has strong investments in the primary sector, with 18% of ODI 

in industries such as mining or petroleum extraction. However, China has uniquely high investment 

in banking and finance, with half of its ODI in those categories. At the same time, these two sectors 

receive only 3% of ODI financing, implying that Chinese financial companies are retaining earnings 

to finance these investments. Investing in leading foreign financial institutions could be an effective 

way to learn best practices or strengthen Chinese financial practices and infrastructure for the future, 

a hypothesis suggested by the fact that Chinese ODI in finance is high in OECD countries but low 

elsewhere. ODI loans are most concentrated in manufacturing. While only 5% of total ODI, 

manufacturing captures two thirds of China’s ODI financing. (Huang 2011) A proposed explanation 

for this is that while China does not want to undercut domestic manufacturing, strategic investments 

can help Chinese firms acquire new technologies and avoid tariffs. 

China’s large ODI is in part made possible by China’s high savings rate and trade surplus, which also 

results in large reserves of U.S. dollars. By investing across the globe, China can lessen its exposure 

to American volatility. Indeed, China now finances nearly as much overseas development as the 

World Bank. (Gallagher 2014) Most of China’s ODI (and debt forgiveness) has gone to Venezuela, 

Pakistan, Russia, Brazil, Angola, Ecuador, Argentina, Indonesia, Iran, and Turkmenistan. These 

investments have begun to take on serious political implications. By targeting those countries with 

large populations but relatively underdeveloped economies, the Belt and Road Initiative begins to 

resemble the Marshall and Dodge plans that supplied Europe and Japan with the dollars needed to 

buy American goods, thus strengthening the dollar’s position in world finance. (Eichengreen 2013) 

However, internationalization of the RMB must be considered within the landscape of the dollar’s 

current hegemony. Daily RMB turnover of $285,030 million pales in comparison to the euro 

($2,129,114 million) and is blown away still further by the dollar ($5,824,036 million). Even after 

declining from 80% at the turn of the century, dollars account for 59% of disclosed foreign reserves. 

(IMF 2022) Because countries are willing to export goods in exchange for dollars that are then used 

as reserves rather than traded onwards, the United States has been able to run a “risk free” trade 



deficit for decades. (Eichengreen 2013) Because of China’s high volume of exports to the United 

States, Beijing has become one of the biggest secondary beneficiaries of this arrangement.  

Therefore, it would be unwise for Chinese officials to intentionally destabilize the dollar. Slow and 

steady improvements to RMB infrastructure will be more successful at raising the profile of Chinese 

banks. A sudden sell off of its dollar reserves would cost China by causing depreciation that 

threatens the value of its reserves and discourage America’s continued importation of Chinese 

products. Initiatives such as currency swaps and ODI guard against of dollar volatility and inflation. 

Attempts to build alternative institutions and expand the use of the RMB, such as CIPS, have begun. 

Hong Kong banks, and later companies, were the first allowed to issue bonds denominated in RMB 

– so-called “dim sum bonds.” Now RMB bonds are traded worldwide, and the RMB is the third 

most common reserve currency. (IMF 2022) 

Commentators typically claim that if the RMB is to become a global currency — or one part of a 

multipolar financial world — China needs to increase RMB liquidity and liberalize its financial 

institutions. Steps have been made in both directions, such as increasing RMB bond volume and 

relaxing rules regarding foreign investment into China. Other typical reform requests include: a 

freely floating RMB, democracy, and an independent judiciary. (Amstad 2020) These arguments 

remind one of similar claims that ascension to the WTO would result in China’s liberalization. These 

changes appear unlikely, not only because the RMB has achieved much progress without these 

reforms, but because these recommendations often assume the goal of the RMB becoming a direct 

competitor or replacement for the USD, an outcome that would not benefit China when considering 

its current export regime and holdings of US debt. 

2.4 Building CIPS 

While work on CIPS officially began in 2012, Chinese academics had already pointed out flaws with 

the existing paradigm for cross-border payments and recommended establishing an institution to 

handle international payments to benefit China. Writing in 2010, Hu Bo lays out several issues with 

the then-contemporary paradigm of international RMB payments. Hu describes the correspondent 

banking and clearing house models as too slow and complicated. Creating a dedicated payment 

infrastructure would shorten payment chains, thus saving time and money. Complicated payment 

chains are also difficult for the PBC to monitor. America’s 2006 surveillance of SWIFT is cited as a 

security risk, as is the potential for expanding China’s domestic payment systems internationally, as 

this would make encryption devices available to foreign inspection. Hu also recommends learning 

from international experience, such as America’s CHIPS network. Notably, Hu encourages the full 

adoption of international standards. This suggests SWIFT management is considered more 

problematic than the ISO standards, even with the latter being developed in large part by SWIFT. At 

the same time, Hu implies China will seek to shape future international standards, claiming that “in 

the process of promoting financial ‘going out,’ China has changed from passively accepting 

‘international rules’ to actively participating in the formulation of rules and expanding China's 

discourse power.” (Hu 2010) 



Under the leadership of Zhou Xiaochuan, the People’s Bank of China began constructing the Cross-

Border Interbank Payment System in early 2012. Li Yue, director of the PBC’s Payment and 

Settlement Department and secretary of the corresponding party committee, was appointed the 

CIPS company’s founding Chairwoman, and oversaw CIPS’s official launch in 2015. Known as 

CIPS Phase I, the institution was initially operated according to “Interim Business Rules for RMB 

Cross-Border Payment System.” International leaders such as Citibank, BNP Paribas, and Deutsche 

Bank joined major Chinese banks to become the first group of direct participants. (Answers to 

Reporter’s Questions 2015) Phase II launched in 2018, alongside the release of “Renminbi Cross-

border Payment System Business Rules” (2018). Phase II brought longer service hours, began the 

offering of timed net settlement in addition to real time gross settlement, and saw the Shanghai 

Clearing Company and Central Clearing Company join, further integrating CIPS with China’s 

financial infrastructure. (Yang 2019) CIPS is presently concerned with developing hardware and 

software products to improve customer ease-of-use and recently expanded services to cover the 

Hong Kong dollar. (CIPS President Xu Zaiyue 2022) The most recent governing document for 

CIPS is the 2018 “RMB Cross-Border Payment System Business Operation Guidelines”.1 

While growing, CIPS is still dwarfed by SWIFT. SWIFT has over 10,000 users sending a total of 

more than 40 million messages a day. (Swift 2022b) In comparison, CIPS presently has 1,342 users. 

A small minority are direct participants. Direct participants have accounts directly with CIPS and 

can handle transactions on behalf of indirect participants. Some direct participants are institutions 

considered financial infrastructure, such as clearing houses, UnionPay, and the Hong Kong 

Monetary Authority. A comprehensive listing of indirect participants is presently unavailable, but 

CIPS claims to serve 1,266 indirect participants and that a total of “2,100 banks and corporate users 

have engaged CIPS standard transceiver and CISD terminal products.” Through the first six months 

of 2022, CIPS processed 1.85 million transactions worth RMB 45 trillion in total, representing 

growth of 18.7% in volume and 23.4% in value compared to the first half of 2021. (Wu 2022) 

3. The Cross-Border Interbank Payment System 

This section presents the official reasoning behind CIPS’s creation before moving on to describe 

how CIPS manages its participants and the movement of funds. CIPS’s potential for expansion into 

foreign currencies and use of novel technologies is also summarized.  

3.1 Goals of CIPS 

This subsection is intended to catalogue the various claims academics, CIPS officials, and 

policymakers have made about the reasons for CIPS’s creation and its relationship to other 

initiatives. Evaluating the likelihood CIPS will succeed on these terms is not intended at this time.  

Many of the individuals quoted below work directly for the Chinese government and belong to the 

ruling Communist Party. As such, they may have incentives to exaggerate their contribution to 

 

1 A translation of this document can be found by contacting the author at aidancampbel@umass.edu.  
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political projects such as the Belt and Road Initiative and “Go Out,” which are broad and often 

vague. 

CIPS is typically described as being created to help existing RMB use or promote further RMB 

internationalization. In September 2022, CIPS President Xu Zaiyue described CIPS as "building 

bridges and paving the way" for RMB internationalization. (Ma 2022) He went on to elaborate that 

by formulating and providing “payment and clearing rules and standards to provide RMB users 

around the world with fast, convenient and efficient fund clearing services,” CIPS encourages RMB 

internationalization. 

Progress towards RMB internationalization and capital account convertibility are the largest 

international finance goals described in China’s 13 th (2016-2020) and 14th (2021-2025) five-year 

plans. Speaking in 2015, then-Chairwoman Li Yue said that the establishment of CIPS began in 2012 

“in order to meet the demand for cross-border use of RMB, further integrate the existing RMB 

cross-border payment and settlement channels and resources, and improve the efficiency of RMB 

cross-border payment and settlement.” (Li Yue 2015) 

The creation of CIPS as a means of supporting the RMB is sometimes portrayed as China exercising 

a country’s sovereign right to control its own currency. The forementioned Hu Bo argues that 

“cross-border financial service infrastructure is an extension of a country's sovereignty in the 

international arena.” (Hu 2010) CIPS President Xu Zaiyue appears to agree, telling a reporter that 

“the construction of the RMB cross-border payment clearing system is a natural part of China's 

monetary sovereignty.” (Ma 2022) From this perspective, the expulsion of a country or its currency 

from SWIFT might constitute an infringement of the target country’s monetary rights, justifying or 

necessitating the construction of alternative international financial infrastructure. 

CIPS is also frequently related to “Going Out,” an initiative to encourage outward foreign 

investment and the expansion of Chinese brands into foreign markets. This buzzword developed in 

the early 2000s but is still in use today. Officials frequently referenced “going out” around the 

beginning of CIPS’s operation. (Lao 2015) The China Payment Systems Development Report for 

2015, the year CIPS was launched, described CIPS as an “artery” of China’s cross-border RMB 

payment arrangement and an important step for implementing the “going out” strategy. Li Keqiang, 

then the second highest ranking politician in China, described the establishment of CIPS as 

supporting offshore RMB markets and promoting the larger “going global” strategy. (Li Keqiang 

2015) Related uses include academic Hu Bo describing a cross-border RMB payment system as 

benefiting “RMB going out” and Chairwoman Li Yue promising to promote the going out of CIPS’s 

standards. (Li Yue 2019) 

CIPS’s relationship with the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) is slightly different. While RMB 

internationalization and “Going Out” are viewed as long-term challenges CIPS can help solve, the 

BRI is portrayed as a driver of RMB internationalization that increases the immediate need for 

financial services. By encouraging RMB use for BRI investments as well as for trade between China 

and countries along the route, CIPS has been able to expand its business. (Yang 2019) Li Yue notes 

that “smooth trading” is one of the “Five Links” of the BRI and that by providing automated and 



real-time payments, CIPS can contribute to the smooth trading expected by countries receiving BRI 

investment. Zhou Xiaochuan, who served as Governor of the People’s Bank of China when CIPS 

was conceived, has also highlighted the “strategic importance of CIPS in serving the 

internationalization of the RMB and the construction of [the BRI].” (Li Yue 2019) 

3.2 Function of CIPS 

This subsection is based on the content of guidelines found in the official 2018 document entitled 

“RMB Cross-Border Payment System Business Operation Guidelines” (人民币跨境支付系统业务操

作指引). 

CIPS is an acronym for “Cross-Border Interbank Payment System.” While early official English-

language content pronounced the term as rhyming with “seeps,” commentators and officials have 

since pronounced CIPS as rhyming with “dips.” There are three major entities that are commonly 

referred to as CIPS: the CIPS controlling agency, CIPS Co. Ltd., the software and services provided 

by this company that allow interbank payments to occur, and the network of direct and indirect 

participants that use these products. 

CIPS Co. Ltd. is a Shanghai-based company formed by the People’s Bank of China for the purpose 

of administering and improving its RMB payment system. Similar to the SWIFT cooperative‘s 

ownership by SWIFT member banks, CIPS Co. Ltd. is technically owned in part by direct 

participants. However, CIPS is best viewed as a governmental agency, since most direct participants 

are state-owned banks, employment postings explicitly prefer candidates who are CCP members, 

and because high-level officials have held simultaneous posts in regulatory bodies, such as founding 

Chairwoman Li Yue, who was also Director of the PBC’s payments department . 

CIPS protocols are based on SWIFT messages and the recent ISO20022 standard for financial 

messaging, which is itself based on SWIFT messages. ISO20022 is a broad agreement within the 

financial industry on how to label and format messages, and what information certain kinds of 

messages should contain. Such a standard allows companies to develop software that can harmonize 

idiosyncratic in-house standards with the larger financial information ecosystem. In the case of 

CIPS, ISO20022 is used to define a wide variety of message type, such as payments, requests for 

refunds, instructions to alter the priority of other messages in a queue, and so on. By selecting a 

message type and filling out the relevant fields, a user creates a CIPS message that can be read and 

acted upon by the suite of software developed by the CIPS company. CIPS messaging builds on the 

basic ISO20022 framework by accepting messages written in English or Chinese. CIPS also assigns 

participants unique CIPS codes or account numbers, based on existing domestic business 

identification codes whenever possible.  

Notably, CIPS can and does process payments. In contrast, SWIFT acts only as a messenger. CIPS 

software products are also capable of taking SWIFT messages as inputs. As a result, banks can create 

SWIFT messages in the manner they are accustomed to, but instead submit the messages to CIPS 

and have the instruction processed automatically. A bank performing a payment service on behalf of 



a client would not have to wait for the payee’s bank to conf irm the transaction and the two banks 

would not need to make use of a separate payment channel.  

CIPS manages two types of participants: direct participants and indirect participants. Companies 

must apply to become direct or indirect participants, and applicants are classified as bank-type 

institutions or financial market infrastructure-type institutions “according to prudential management 

needs.” All approved participants receive a CIPS account number that allows for the institution to 

be referred to by CIPS messages, but only direct participants open accounts with CIPS. In order for 

an indirect participant to move funds via CIPS, it must enter a relationship with one or more direct 

participants. 

In regards to moving funds between participants, CIPS is effectively a correspondent bank. Direct 

participants pre-fund their accounts at CIPS and then credit and debit other direct participants 

according to their needs as well as the needs of associated indirect participants. These intra-CIPS 

transactions can proceed smoothly and easily due to the standardized protocols and specialized 

software created by CIPS that allows for transactions to be processed from start to finish solely by 

computers. 

Funds can also exit the immediate CIPS network via the CIPS Co. Ltd.’s account with the High-

Value Payment System (HVPS), China’s domestic payments system used by companies of all types. 

At the beginning of each business day, CIPS direct participants are required to inject a minimum 

amount into CIPS’s account with HVPS. Direct participants then manipulate this pool by sending 

messages on the CIPS platform. At 5:00 PM Beijing time, CIPS stops accepting new messages to the 

queue and reconciles CIPS’s account with HVPS. During this end-of-day processing stage, the funds 

remaining in CIPS’s account at HVPS is returned to direct participants. 

3.3 Growth and Future of CIPS 

Unfortunately, despite being launched with the goal of Chinese-English bilingual capacities, much of 

what CIPS officials say about new initiatives and the future of CIPS is unavailable in English. In 

recent interviews, CIPS leaders mostly promise to expand their clientele, develop new products and 

services, and launch new initiatives to “improve the RMB environment.”  (Ma 2022) While the 

international banks that are involved with CIPS certainly have the capacity to keep abreast with 

Chinese-language news and company missives, the relative lack of English-language communication 

from the CIPS company might create difficulties in accurately presenting CIPS to the Anglophone 

world. 

The possibility of a Chinese cross-border Central Bank Digital Currency remains under debate 

among English-language academics. Some cite China’s claim that its pilot programs are merely for 

retail use and the lagging development of other major countries’ CBDC programs, which would 

result in little to no need for CIPS to adopt a CBDC or develop distributed ledger capabilities, as 

there is currently nobody to exchange CBDCs with. (Chorzempa 2021) Others point out that at the 

level of international finance, traditional currencies and CBDCs would function almost identically. 

(Eichengreen 2022) Within China, some academics are arguing that cross-border RMB services 



should be entirely based on an e-RMB. (Wang 2022) The debate within CIPS itself may already be 

over, as current CIPS President Xu Zaiyue said in June that the operating agency will “explore the 

practical application of blockchain technology in the field of cross-border payment.” This suggests 

the CIPS will attempt to integrate China’s CBDC efforts. 

Given the CIPS company’s motto of “Wherever there is RMB, there is CIPS service,” it is surprising 

that company documents imply that CIPS may develop services for currencies other than the RMB. 

The “Renminbi Cross-border Payment System Business Rules” (2018) that governed the launch of 

CIPS Phase II added that CIPS should provide “simultaneous settlement of RMB to foreign 

currencies (PvP)”. Performing this service would result in the CIPS company handling  — and 

therefore likely keeping in reserve — foreign currencies. However, English language researchers 

appear convinced that CIPS is dedicated solely to RMB service. (Jin 2022) This may make the quiet 

launch of Hong Kong dollar service appear troubling. While the English side of CIPS’s website 

makes no reference to the development and the English-language media appears to have missed the 

news, CIPS began offering payment and settlement services denominated in HKD as of September 

2021. (Xu 2022) Given Hong Kong’s political status, incorporating the HKD (or the Macanese 

Pataca) onto a platform designed to support Chinese international payments is reasonable. However, 

there are no apparent technical differences between onboarding the Hong Kong dollar and 

providing CIPS services to other sovereign currencies, such as the ruble or rupee, indicating CIPS 

has the capacity to add currencies other than those under the purview of the PBC or Hong Kong 

Monetary Authority. Such a decision could have serious geopolitical implications. Interaction with 

foreign currencies may be unavoidable for any institution that seeks to promote one specific 

currency, but such a decision would expose CIPS to potential sanctions from any country whose 

currency CIPS provides services for.  

4. Chinese Leadership of Economic Institutions 

While CIPS currently confronts the norms enforced by Western-dominated institutions such as 

SWIFT, it also represents the stated goal of Chinese politicians to revise international standards to 

China’s advantage. This section illustrates how Chinese-led institutions must meet challenges and 

expectations similar to those faced by other international economic institutions. 

4.1 Constraints and Incentives on International Actors 

Countries tend to follow and promote norms that align with their goals while protesting or 

attempting to reform international norms viewed as inhibitory or injurious. In the past, China has 

rationally conformed with international financial norms it views as promoting China’s domestic 

policies, and opposed norms perceived as constraints. (Bo 2012) For example, China in the mid-

1990s was happy to increase its current account convertibility, and later join the WTO, because of 

“domestic economic decentralization and corresponding institutional adjustments.” In other words, 

as China opened up and became a leading exporter, accepting payments in currencies other than 

RMB and agreeing to general principles of free trade was in China’s best interest. On the other hand, 

China has opposed international norms such as the Bilateral Supervision policies adopted by the 

IMF in 2007. Bilateral Supervision refers to member countries ensuring currencies move in ways 



that are, in the view of the IMF, in the best interest of the issuing country and the global economy at 

large. Chinese officials viewed this set of norms as favoring floating currency regimes and potentially 

biased. While left unsaid, the implied concern was that these norms would be used to criticize and 

interfere with China’s fixed rate regime. Given that China believed its exchange rate regime was the 

policy that best suited its development, opposition to norms that disincentiv ized this choice was 

entirely rational. 

While countries that build international institutions may have a large impact on the norms and 

practices of those institutions, they must still accommodate and compromise with participating 

countries. (Ikenberry 2017) China has already experienced this in its construction of the Asian 

Infrastructure Investment Bank. Because the AIIB was designed in concordance with prevailing 

norms, other countries could trust that the new bank would behave predictably and responsibly . 

Once established, the AIIB invested in relatively small and low-risk projects, allowing itself to learn 

best practices and increase the confidence of its investors. Establishing new institutions and 

immediately wielding them to loudly promote a controversial geopolitical agenda would make it 

difficult for Chinese institutions to maintain foreign cooperation.  

China is also aware that other states view it as a free rider on the international stage, and that 

developing countries expect leaders of international organizations to provide public goods. (Kong 

2014) While not without its pain points, SWIFT is popular in large part because it is competent and 

useful. For CIPS to succeed, it needs to provide quality services and meet the needs of its 

participants. This explains why CIPS Chairwoman Li Yue promised her team would work hard to 

“win the trust of the majority of participants with high-quality operation services” (Li Yue 2019). 

4.2 China and International Standards 

Standards allow producers and consumers of related goods to ensure their products will be 

compatible with one another. The prevalence of standards on the international level can have 

meaningful effects on where consumers decide to import from. For example, as a developing 

country builds its rail system, choosing between different gauges will restrict later purchasing 

decisions to engines and cars designed in accordance with that standard gauge. As a result, countries 

that develop novel technologies or become influential in the International Organization for 

Standardization (ISO) can reap large economic benefits by ensuring standards develop in ways 

beneficial to domestic producers. 

Chinese leaders are well aware of this phenomenon and seek to increase China’s power at the 

standard setting level. To this end, the past two Five-Year Plans have encouraged “taking an active 

role in establishing international standards” and “pushing Chinese products, services, technologies, 

brands, and standards to go global.” A dedicated standard-setting agenda, “China Standards 2035”, 

was outlined in 2018. (de La Bruyere 2020) In the opinion of China’s Standardization 

Administration, “First-class companies do standards. Second tier companies do technology. Third-

tier companies do products.” As companies innovate and engineer better products in novel fields, 

later developments become path-dependent, and the parameters set by early entrepreneurs become 

accepted industry wide. 



In this regard, CIPS may seek to mirror the development of SWIFT. SWIFT was born out of a need 

to decrease transaction costs and avoid proprietary standards, later becoming extremely influential in 

determining standards. (Scott 2009) Given China’s stated desire to set standards, it may be surprising 

that CIPS has been an enthusiastic adopter of the ISO20022 standard and even accommodates 

legacy SWIFT messages. However, this is entirely rational when considering the current prevalence 

of ISO standards. CIPS leaders’ repeated statements about standards implies they are patient and 

willing to influence financial messaging norms gradually, rather than in a publicly confrontational 

manner. ISO20022 also lacks a direct financial or security risk to Chinese firms or government 

agencies in the way privileging certain cutting-edge medicines or computer hardware does. Since the 

ISO20022 standards are an agreement on how to format specific content for specific message types, 

the privacy of CIPS messages depends far more on the hardware used by participating banks and the 

trustworthiness of China’s monitoring agencies. 

While innovations in the field of financial communication are not as exciting as the standards for 

nuclear energy, satellites, or new energy vehicles prioritized by official documents, the CIPS 

company’s work is closely linked to the important fields of telecommunications and data security. 

CIPS clearly intendeds to become a “first-class company/” At the launch of CIPS in 2015, 

Chairwoman Li Yue announced that the company would “actively promote the docking with 

international standardization strategies, and promote the "going out" of CIPS standards.” (Li Yue 

2019) This pledge was repeated in June 2022 by Xu Zaiyue, who promised to reporters that CIPS 

would continue to improve standardization. (CIPS President Xu Zaiyue 2022) 

5. Conclusion 

CIPS is a small but competent and growing platform. However, given CIPS’s current focus on the 

RMB and the present SWIFT- and USD-based paradigm for international payments, China remains 

heavily reliant on SWIFT. China’s criticism of SWIFT and fear of Western sanctions is reasonable. 

To the small extent that international trade is settled in RMB, CIPS provides a useful alternative. 

Having this alternative means of processing payments decreases the effectiveness of SWIFT-based 

sanctions, possibly decreasing the chance that such sanctions are attempted at all. If CIPS continues 

to grow and provide quality services for RMB payments, China and its trade partners will lessen their 

dependance on SWIFT. This exit option may increase China’s leverage in intra-SWIFT debates. 

However, CIPS is not merely a play to gain more control over SWIFT reform. As of 2022, the 

project is a decade old and its current leaders are outlining potential expansions to accommodate 

digital RMB and currencies other than the RMB. CIPS appears to be part of a patient strategy to 

increase RMB usage in the middle term, thereby increasing global trade with China, and to influence 

standards in the long term. The adoption of ISO20022 began only in November 2022, so the 

international standard-setting role CIPS leadership consistently aspires to may not be achieved for 

some time. The potential addition of blockchain technology or digital currencies to CIPS is an 

interesting area of potential further inquiry, especially because China’s leading position in researching 

and piloting central bank digital currencies means it is likely to set standards in this area. (Auer 2021)  



These trends point to CIPS becoming a compliment to SWIFT, not a competitor. Any narrative that 

describes CIPS and SWIFT as being in direct competition would first require CIPS to completely 

and publicly abandon its specialization in China’s sovereign currencies. Additionally, CIPS’s 

intention to promote the use of the RMB is not equivalent to a plan to unseat the American dollar. 

As the most widely used currency issued by a developing nation, the RMB is well situated to become 

the cornerstone of new institutional networks. (Ramaswamy 2022) However, having the RMB 

become too popular too quickly would be detrimental to China’s interest as long as it ho lds large 

quantities of US debt and dollar reserves. 

CIPS’s network of direct and indirect participants should shorten payment chains, increasing speed 

and transparency. This helps remedy some of the largest pain points that currently exist in 

correspondent banking. (Wandhöfer 2018) This increased efficiency is plainly beneficial and should 

be welcomed by banks already operating in China. However, because participants interface with 

CIPS via GUIs and data reports produced by the controlling company, individual bankers may not 

understand the payment chain or underlying software enough to safely respond to unexpected 

events. Similarly, CIPS’s automated data collection is unable to notice novel problems and will still 

rely on human supervision. While CIPS’s centralization of the payment process should make it easier 

to scrutinize data and thus predict future incidents or explain past mistakes, it cannot prevent 

previously unseen risks from arising. The prevalence of straight-through, fully automated payment 

processing may result in an unscrupulous programmer becoming responsible for the next financial 

scandal, instead of the freewheeling, Nick Leeson-style rogue banker of yesteryear. 

Foreign observers will likely remain wary of CIPS. Suspicions over China’s track record in 

surveillance and mistrust of its officially reported data will probably extend to CIPS. CIPS may also 

be criticized as hypocritical – now that China has developed an international payment infrastructure 

it is plain to see that previous complaints regarding SWIFT as a tool of sanctions were founded on 

the fear of being sanctioned, rather than an idealistic desire for neutrality within the international 

financial arena. Similarly, CIPS’s willingness to accommodate ISO20022 and SWIFT messages 

underscore the fact that China is not currently opposed to the standards of SWIFT, but rather the 

present administration of SWIFT. 

With the sanctioning of Russian banks in early 2022, China is not alone in its desire to move away 

from SWIFT. Other countries, such as Brazil, India, and Russia are likely to establish copycat 

platforms and continue developing their existing payments infrastructure. Further research could 

investigate how CIPS’s policies will influence other international payment platforms, such as 

Russia’s SPFS or the privately-owned OPEN, which was recently granted approval by the Reserve 

Bank of India to investigate blockchain-based solutions. (BW Online Bureau 2022) The well-known 

close relationship between Chinese banking institutions and the government could also be better 

researched by those economists interested in network studies – Li Yue’s simultaneous position at 

CIPS and the People’s Bank of China and her successor Shi Wenchao’s history as the chief of 

UnionPay offers an interesting starting point. 



China publicly celebrates the coming of what it describes as a multipolar world. How much power 

specific countries will have in this paradigm is unclear, and it is worth attempting to ascertain the 

benefits and risks multipolarity poses to China. In the context of all the other institutions China has 

spearheaded, such as the Belt and Road Initiative, Shanghai Cooperation Organisation, and Asian 

Infrastructure Investment Bank, CIPS is unlikely to be the decisive factor in determining the extent 

or efficacy of China’s future influence in global affairs.  

Instead, CIPS is a prime example of a thoughtful and patient attempt at reforming international 

norms to China’s advantage. China rationally seeks to avoid SWIFT-based sanctions, and developing 

alternative payment channels nips this risk in the bud. By providing quality transaction-processing 

services, CIPS appears on track to promote its goal of RMB internationalization. While unlikely to 

catch the popularity of SWIFT or the USD anytime soon, the establishment of CIPS will increase 

RMB use by lessening the cost of doing business with China. 
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